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      XU CONTENTS PART THREE : COMMENTARY ON THE NIDANA KARIKAS 181 I. The Stage of Generation 181 A. Evam maya srutam ‘Thus by me it was heard’ 181 B. Ekasmin samaye ‘Upon an occasion’ 199 C. Bhagavan sarva ‘The Lord—All’ 223 D. Tathagata ‘Who has come the same way’ 244 II. The Stage of Completion 259 E. Kayavakcitta ‘Body, Speech, and Mind’ 259 F. Hrdaya-vajrayosid ‘Diamond Ladies of the Heart’ 284 G. Bhage-su vijahara ‘Was dwelling in the Bhagas’ 310 APPENDIX I: The Lankavatarasutra and the Guhva- samajatantra 332 >> II: The Arcane-Body Controversy 340 W III: The Praxis according to Aryadeva 349 fy IV: Grading of the Four-Stage Yoga 361 BIBLIOGRAPHY 363 INDEX 373 ERRATA AND ADDITIONS 389 TABLES I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. The World of Light—Brahmanical and Buddhist Correspondences of Aksobhya-mandatu The Clear Lights Intra-uterine correspondences Partite realities : five skandhas • » ■.four elements >1 n : six sense organs >1 >> : live sense objects The Great Time 78 132 153 216 231 235 242 254 324 Part One DOCUMENTS The purpose of placing the documents first is to expose the Guhyasamajatantra on its literal level. This was always the initial step in the traditional understanding of Buddhism, pursuant to the ‘three instructions’ (iikfa-traya ), ‘insight consisting of hearing’, ‘i nsight consisting of contemplation‘insight consisting of cultivation (or putting into practice)’. That is to say. Buddhism always acknowledged a kind of ‘insight’ ( prajfld ) for the elementary step of exposure to the text when it was accompanied by devotion even if necessitating personal dis¬ comfort. The subsequent introductions, annotation of the forty verses, and appendices, all represent the ‘pondering’ level for this study. While the documents provide the most elementary level of ‘insight’, the form in which they are exhibited here has some advantage over their service to the reader of edited Sanskrit texts. In particular, a number of corrections have been made to the Sanskrit text of Chapters Six and Twelve, Guhyasamdja - tantra, prior to their translation. Again, a portion of the Pradt - poddyotana commentary on Chapter Twelve is presented from an unedited work, and the same holds for the forty verses them¬ selves, here edited in Sanskrit. Also, the translations of the two chapters and the extract of comment on Chapter Twelve have been slightly expanded by the use of commentarial and subcommentarial materials, mainly available in Tibetan. Of course, the theory of ‘insight consisting of hearing’ takes for granted that the text itself is correct. Thus considerable care has been taken with the Documents to meet this condition laid down for ‘insight’. I. The Guhyasamaja-nidana - karika (Sanskrit - Tibetan- English). This section of the ‘documents’ exhibits samples of the languages employed: Sanskrit and Tibetan for research purposes , and English for translation and communication purposes. 2 YOOA OF THE GUHYASAMAJATANTRA The nidana is the formula at the outset of the Gtthyasa- mdjotantra : Evam maya srutam ckasmin samayc bhagavan sarvatathagatakayavakcittahrdaya-vajrayosidbhagcsu vijahara. The word nidana is being employed in the sense of ‘primary cause’, that is to say, the cause of the entire Guhyasatmljatantra. The forty syllables of that formula serve mnemonic purpose as initials of forty verses (karikd) : (1) E, (2) vam, (3) ina, (4) ya, (5) Sru, (6) tarn, (7) e, (8) ka, (9) smin, (10) sa, (11) ma, (12) ye, (13) bha, (14) ga, (15) van, (16) sa, (17) rva, (18) ta, (19) tha, (20) ga, (21) ta, (22) ka, (23) ya, (24) vak, (25) cit, (26) ta, (27) h r , (28) da, (29) ya, (30) va, (31) jra, (32) yo, (33) sid, (34) bha, (35) ge, (36) su, (37) vi, (38) ja, (39) ha, (40) ra. The original Sanskrit of the forty verses is here edited from the Pradipoddyotana manuscript, the Tibetan translation from the Derge Tanjur edition of the Pradipoddyotana and from the version of the Tantra Vajramald in the Peking Tibetan Tripitaka edition. There are relatively few textual problems. The Sanskrit manuscript gives the syllables ci and tta for nidana verses 25 and 26, but I followed the Tibetan phonetic transcrip¬ tion, since cit and ta correspond more closely to the initial words of the Sanskrit verses. Nidana verse 20 has a defective pad a in the manuscript, gacchaty indriyas tat tat . But the scribe had erased a syllable, leading to my solution : gacchann asty indriyas tat tat. The correction gacchann asty is justified by the Tibetan equivalence hgro bar hgyur ba. The Tibetan text here presented follows the Vajramald except for some obvious corruptions remedied with the Pradipoddyotana version. The translation snail ba gsal ba is the old one for nidana verse 4’s alokabhusa; the standard translation is snah ba mched pa. DOCUMENTS 3 q i q* rc>fir mi st5tt farmTftWITtfem I r^jff fafafaw qRd re vmb ti [i] tfl| £r^*r*q^*rq^| | 5jY^S*T c ^* r ^* rc l| | “E” is the Noble woman (sati) Prajfia, the moments of aversion, and so on. This root is designated as the experience in the three worlds. * 1 w?wtfcT TTnrforcr^fcimni II [2] 4| I S^ir^^*q**q*§*\*^! I ^•q*0|^ai'q-j=«*qv^| | That Spread-of-Light vij'tana called ‘means* (upaja), attended with begetting of desire, and so on, appears like an emerging bamboo. 4 YOGA OF THE GUHYASAMAJ AT ANTRA i ngifoar wi i wferar II [3) Y^-fr-q^qc-q^l ] In the reverse order, the great Science (=Wisdom) is itself the root of nescience. And the (‘Spread-of-Light’) arises from nescience ( avidya ) while from that (‘Spread-of- Light’) arises Light. m I mfa f^5TR*TR> cRTvftVPTmHf^cm I cn q gmwicri m * mfa u [4] S*^C'^C*q-^arq*^r | ^*^c*G^*£n^srqv(- 5p3j At first, that vijilana (i.e. Light) passes to what is called * Spread-of-Light’. That passes to the great Void, and the latter passes to the Clear Light. documents 5 STf*frnfa* Hr^ldkil^d: || [5] ^J| | v ^wrs^psisr^ariwci^l | The vijudna heard here has the characteristics of the three lights. This is entirely the root of the prakrtis (natures) of the sentient-being realm. cT I I 5 l ^5 cT ^ fW5TH II [6] O " •» "k ^ 51 5T*‘^VVV'F'^! 1 | f N-. n; 4 “* ' <L- The wind seizing, takes hold of that entity-light in each case, and vijtiana joined with wind continually operates in the world of living beings. 6 YOGA OF THE OUHYASAMAJATANTRA &«T: JTfTrRT: *T*U II [7] <W ^•^•§C - pW«^“5 5 ^l | v' *'Wr*c-q§dj^q|y3l I Tim wind, the great element, is the mount of the three vijUdnas. By means of it, the prakrtis always proceed accord¬ ingly. *> i v: TOtergTrq?^ &srt gupr ^ i 3TOW § Eisth srroft II [8] "I! *r^-«rp*isr§‘9^c-| | SY^*F°fl 5 , ‘*r§r t *‘ a » 3 *l I What be the solid realm and of water : likewise that of fire and wind —using these, vijndna takes birth in the womb of triple gestation. DOCUMENTS 7 * lfcsTW HWtTT fntR #* ^SWHq II [9] mi ^•^gc-^2f^wi'»i t aqc*a‘a^*rg*r*Ms^^| | "l^-^aiy^^ygV^sM I |5!-^5}-f^-arqpf| | And when this is present, the five skandhas arise with the characteristic of construction:—possessing ‘form* is ‘name’— the (three) samskaras, as is also perception (vijfiana), the fifth. * t i eerfn sTratwur $rmg®3H»ta ^ i wresif qitaign firaRTs^*: 11 [10] *?! msr^-Sf«V«j3| - £r^c-| j g-q-oTq-q--jtr-RC^| | ■Cb Just (the knowledges) Equality, Discriminative, Proce- durc-of-duty: as well as (the knowledges) Mirror-like and Dharmadhatu. In this (knowledge-pentad) is the vijmna- pentad. 8 YOOA OF THE CUHYASAMAJAT ANTRA IT I IMUPUFT «*mrr am I MHilfafJI aa: II [II] * i i frq^c^-q^'q^e'l | The seme base of mind, that of eyes, so of ears, nose, tongue, then of torso—thus is the origination of the sense bases. * i ^ i **15% TT?m: srujncniraHTfaai: i fT?vrm 3 TT??*titt wnamTFMsfaar: it L12] «-^srq«q-o)^*atil-q-gc5J\ I The beings in the three worlds taking recourse to prdndyama (breathing in and out) who recite the‘king of mantras’ with ignorance, miss the ‘mental reading*. DOCUMENTS 9 H I TT^TTTmTfifVT: l fn?a: cleft ***&£&*: II [13] ejj | YW^^c-sr^jc^owi j ^•aj^-g‘q^qc-q'^1 j W <j 1 In this gestation are the Prakrtis , desire, aversion, and so on; as a result of those, auspicious and inauspicious karma i therefrom the origination of (re)birth. * T I nf^T: H'H'jfd ^cj: | q ^l^ TlfiTHg tofafa TW ST rftfg eT: II [ 14] °1 | «£3i’q^-gz-gq-^-g-^j I A skandha occurs as a destiny ( gati) t also as (one of) the five Buddhas, and exhorted as (one of) the abhisanibodhi of five kinds. 10 yooa of the guhyasamajatantra iT RynrRWTH qr u [ 15 ] *1! , a l^aj-^IsN-q-q^^l j <* ^*rg**fc*r0*rgc-<§q*^| | Wind, fire, water, earth, are the quaternion Locanii and so on, which is to be known by one with the nature of the three gnoses as conferring the enlightenment of the Buddhas. 1. wfa*mMf > mregg gfer: 1 ^^ l U T eHT l a* fafd*wf f ^ R h« |: II [ 16 ] * l| | «9|*ar^N*q!yq^**s*^| | «’^c*^’^=r|*r0ar$fsr*f [ 1 Every Tathagata body is sealed by four seals. By means of the eye, etc. identifications, in that (body) arc the Bodhi- sattvas Kfitigarbha, etc. DOCUMENTS 11 # i irafor ^ g i flFJ ^TT?r^<? II [17] q| <irq*r^<yq‘«lC*uiyq^! | g t q'i^-ijpi , 5r^qN‘^^««| | ^qrq-^-U^SIJJ-Sfq^l I As for the mighty Fury Kings who run delighted, one should depict them in their natural abodes of the quarters and intermediate directions and in the limbs such as the arms. <T I I * # tffcr * eTT: afrr STt^ 5Tfd^f51efT: II [18] I Of the different gods and goddesses generated by him and his family, neither the gods nor goddesses exist, but are displayed for the sake of sentient beings. 12 YOQA OF THE GUHYASAMAJATAN1KA q I qtfq^TTS’qsFsPTT 1 5TRT^afH^5IH lr{ II [19] Q - q^-ys’^ *aj *3| ^rr] • qx, • q | Afterwards the y Off in who sees the non-duality sliould he dwelling upon sense objects ‘inferior*, ‘intermediate’, and 'superior* by seeing the triple gnosis. I ! ! i * T I iT^HffrUPsidfriricl fq fe q q qffl I qnnn^’ii tT^ERrf^f^Frt'qTg n 1201 cj| ^qc*cr^C'^**‘Z , ys’'V'ui I ^ 5 rq*‘'Vn*-q*VS c, Sl I t While each and every sense organ is going by itself toward its own sense object, whatever be the sense organ and its range, each of them is ‘light only’ [abhasanuitra). DOCUMENTS 13 cT I cTTTfafrflqMllftir fowi STT^I OT^nif: I <T*mT^«W *TOrf sftiJRW M [21] 5! I |p-q-5Sr^ # wri|Sr^f | <iX , ’% , vs-5**^rqvqf I While the sddhaka is reaching the sense object by way of this and that sense organ, he should make offering completely satisfying the Tathagatas. i Hgffrcz cnfaffT i q^T^>TT ^TOFfH fffC'Tffjrq'atffff: It [22] N - N.* |3)5rq^-^srsj^r|^*q-»j9i| * ys>c*d(-^cyj^*q*jAiajj SJ 'w The protector (i.e. the Buddha) well taught the three Bodies as being different. Moreover, their unity occurs through the yoga of niifmnna-krama. ! I I ! 14 YOGA OF THE GUHYASAMAJATANTRA 1. * I HffcT: 5 T>tF* fTTOvTSH!!** I fr qsr> fteq^RN: SHiwfagt: n [23] EA[| 1 Whatever body characteristic of the Buddhas has been stated to be ‘conventional truth’ ( samvrti-satya ), the niffianna- yoga would be it through purification in the Clear light. I VflirqTOV faww *FRt aOTTO: ST^: \ IWHr^%TT^rrT 5T3T^T<T5^ II [24] q'fjf ? W'r * | ij The speech-path’s topic, namely the Lord—the body made of knowledge—is seen like a rainbow, as well as apart from the benefit of all sentient beings. DOCUMENTS 15 faff I f%rT I g^Tfa!pm^l!Wjr«f« smtu^ I [25] S<;| , Thought (citta), thought derivative ( caitasika ), and nescience {avidya) are also called respectively Insight (prajfid). Means (updya), Culmination ( upalabdhtka ) : as well as Void (Siinya), Further Void (atihlnya), and Great Void (mahaSunya). a i aasirof si+4fa afrmyreS»3fa<j i safara qfcqsy u [26] 51 6j| , v^’fjV^ygi i V V 1 Then, knowing the differences of the prakrtis and the Lights, one should engage in the caryd , (namely) abandoning the body of works ( karmakaya ), he would obtain the diamond body ( vajradcha ). 16 YOGA OF THE OUHYASAMAJATANTRA H ?T*n»T?T: I fcmfa ^ wrri irtnq^H w [27] 51 ! g^-rfv^^fpii I The worldling praxis of aim having been formed in the heart, he thcTathagata, creating a conventional body, practises desires exactly as he cares. f 1 snfocf wi \ giwmfq n [28] I ! I ! Like the best wish-granting jewel, hatha grants everything desired, and seizing (by force) enacts even the success of the Buddhas. DOCUMENTS 17 ’J I ggfesjsfa olffr?: I srenufetfroVta JTsnfjra: a [29] S-$-§q-S*SVS!*-3i * J :-K-3 s.W33 3 1^--;-^-|54I ' 'W O' I t I I Whatever the powerful one of yoga wishes, just that he would do without hindrance; and by means of the yoga of ‘after’-stabilitv, is continually stabilized. * ' * z 1 3^<isrcmTift»Tisi 5TH^Jifa*rc*rfw3 1 f?t'aTfa'a*iffra sra g^ htt a [30] 3| if : | , uy£fNWr|p - «l*l| f (S‘3sraw$r§'* , £ ! »i*£i| I SpsrpjV^C'Srsisrqi I * V Knowing the portions of the three knowledges, through union of thunderbolt and lotus,—-the defiled and the undefiled intelligence would dwell therein with bliss forever. YOOA OF THE GU11YASAMAJ AT ANTRA fsfcmfa 11 13 1] i\ §i'^Tgv!c*5-^*%it | — The universal self of entities sports l>y means of the illusory samddhi. It perforins the deeds of a Buddha while stationed at the traditional post. tit I ql<T5?i*<lfatft*15^ I ^ Tifcft #«f (Ttitafns^ a: ?gtpj n (32] ajf I Yoga.auyoga, and mall.,yoga occur l>y themselves; also vajnn, dakmi, as well as any union (yoga) of both, by them- DOCUMENTS 19 fa* i fafas^fa i N « C t * q^mfa*T**m n [33] F'V | S^T^^'SF^I I VG*!*^rtf*^rrx| | Having done even the prohibited, he renounces both the proper and the improper act. The one knowing the intrinsic nature is not adhered to (by sin), any more than is a lotus leaf by water. faw^T STFT^* II [34] * > 3?i ^-y^^yz'-jvsf'ycisn | Equipped with the eight gunas to be practised, an omni¬ scient being arises, and by himself wandersall over the worldly realm by means of the knowledge body. 20 YOGA OF THE GUHYASAMaJATANTRA T*r% fotf II (35] "j| *»|e , 5f a |C , y^-er»!| 1 qyxrsysf<^ , sc , a l t'y0«i| I VfVT^ 3 ! T Kai] 1 His home is the sky wherever he the Lord does roam. By the samadki of great ecstasy he forever rejoices in that very place. flFcft STTHSafoSTm^ II [36] A conventional illustration is made in the world regarding just these distinctions ofliglus as the twilight, the night, and the day—so as to see three gnoses ( jil&na), DOCUMENTS 21 fa i q f<»f gq d i: i q^^fa^fa?T ifR^q^ g^ lT: II [37] ij N q54*q^T?J , ^^*5^*q^'| ] Worldlings imagine the multiform conventions, which divided into three paths, originate the three knowledges. ^eq^Teft% forTmgfasjfoTdT: II [38] •> 1 1 *} » ^ M*y 5,“'I / (Namely) birth, and by loss of abode—formation of the intermediate state. To the extent there is discursive thought in the world, so is there phenomenal projection of mind and (its vehicular) winds. 22 YOGA OF THE OL'HYASAMAJATANTRA j£T I qq^nSSTetf^TT: I U [39] g^|W^c-ga]'*‘^*fsn*^f I Both the acts of laughter and accompanied dance with the nine sentiments of dramatic art, as well as mudra, mantra, and mental formation, are enacted by Vajrasattva (the tantric hierophant). T I 7 cW*i *T ^Tfed^ ^ I snn**Tfags ii [40] i fi-wsrsica^Y^T 53 ^! j o * There is no jewel in this world so great as the Sradliis'h ana, if purified by the Clear Light like a gem cleansed by fire. DOCUMENTS 23 II. Chapters VI and XII of the Guhyasamdjatantra> translated into Knglish. These two chapters are selected for translation because they are the most important in terms of commcntarial literature for stating explicitly the steps of yoga underlying the entire Guhyasamdjatantra. The portions of the two chapters which especially apply to steps of yoga arc repeated with explanations in Part Two (III. Introduction to the Yoga of the Guhyasamaja system). Here we may say by way of introduction that the two stages. Stage of Generation and Stage of Completion, are represented by verse blocks in both chapters, while other blocks may go with both stages. In Chapter Six, verses 3-5 belong to the Stage of Completion, verses 6-14 represent the prdndyama of the Stage of Generation, and 15-18 show the advancement to the prdndyama of the Stage of Completion. In the case of Chapter Twelve the Pradipoddyolana y inaugurating its commentary on verse 50 in that chapter says : “Having taught the mundane siddhi by way of the deeds of the yogin belonging to the ‘Stage of Generation’, now in order to teach the means of accomplishing the siddhi of mahamudrd of those situated in the ‘Stage of Com¬ pletion’, there are the words 'vqjrasamaya' and so on (of verse 50). Presumably these ‘Stage of Completion’ verses continue through 59. Then verses 60-63 show the steps of achieving those siddhis of the ‘Stage of Generation’; while the verse 64 (on which Candrakirti has the long commentary which is edited in the next section is understood to allude to the steps of achieving the siddhis of the ‘Stage of Completion’. The subse¬ quent verses can be understood to indicate both stages, by use of the four expressions of sadhana (elucidated in Part Two) which can be construed as the ‘shared’ ( sad ha rana ) terminology of the two stages. The translations are made from die Bhattacharyya edition of the Tantra with the verse numbering in Dr. S. Bagchi’s edition, and with some minimum expansion based on Candra- kirti’s Pradipoddyotana commentary in the Tibetan edition with Tsoh-klia-pa’s tippani (Mchan hgrd) thereon. Since the Sans¬ krit is readily available in Bagchi’s edition and in the reprint of Bhattacharyya’s edition, there is no reason to reproduce the entire Sanskrit text for the two chapters. 24 YOGA OF THE GUHYASAMAJATANTRA However, it has been necessary to correct the Sanskrit in certain places with the help of the Tibetan translation in the Kanjur and the Pradipoddyotana. And in Chapter XII, the lines of verses 39-41 have been grouped differently from the edited text. After this manuscript was being printed, I received from Professor Yukci Matsunaga his work, “The Gultyasamdjatantra : A New Critical Edition.” Upon comparing his readings for Chapters VI and XII, I find confirmation for most of my corrections, in some cases from the readings he accepts, and in the remainder from the variants given in the footnotes. Following are the corrections which arc observed in the translation : CHAPTER SIX Verse 1 3 4 5 6 9 17 25 26 i Verse 2 4 I 5 ■ 12 \ 15 16 f - 25 K 
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